Controlled Release of Therapeutic Agents with Near-Infrared Laser for Synergistic Photochemotherapy toward Cervical Cancer.
Different kinds of artificial drug delivery systems (DDS) have been widely exploited and utilized toward effective tumor therapy. Establishing a biocompatible DDS with a flexible release of the therapeutic agents has been a challenges and an impetus to the development of tumor diagnosis and therapy fields. Herein, the chemotherapeutic agents doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) and photosensitizer indocyanine green (ICG) were simultaneously packaged into the cavity of microvesicles (MVs) through the electroporation technique. With the aid of MVs-based DDS, the packaged therapeutic agents could be effectively delivered into the target tumor cells. The ambient temperature sharply increased because of controllable external near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation, which induced the cracking of MVs-based DDS, directly accompanied by the dynamic and controllable release of DOX and ICG. Almost all the tumor cells could be killed by the synergistic effect of the released DOX and ICG. This research successfully established a smart DDS with NIR laser inducing controllable release of therapeutic agents for effective synergistic photochemotherapy toward cervical cancer.